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Overview

Agenda

CREATIVITY CONFERENCE
PRESENTED BY YAHOO!

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2011

THE POWER OF DESIGN

Breakfast (7:30 am)

As head of global strategic design at
3M, Mauro Porcini is charged with
infusing the role and importance of
design throughout the organization.
He is a transplant to Minnesota
from 3M’s Milan office. “In Milan,
you breathe design. I’m trying
to bring some of that here,” says
Mauro. At 3M, design is a key to
differentiating products, packaging,
in-store displays, and more in an
increasingly crowded marketplace.
Mauro Porcini, recently recognized
as one of the 50 most influential
designers in America, a modern
day renaissance man who loves
Six Sigma and owns sixty-five pairs
of shoes, is transforming 3M via
design.

Creativity is the foundation for
long-term, effective brand building.
Companies who are brave will
be able to break through today’s
cluttered, fragmented world where
consumers control whether to allow
your marketing messages in or not.
The ANA Creativity Conference is
for anyone who is passionate about
driving creativity and inspiring your
team to take bold risks. You will
learn from top client-side marketers
and other experts who will provide
actionable tips to take back to your
organization.
HOST
Bill Duggan
Group Executive Vice President

ANA

General Session (8:30 am)

OPENING REMARKS
Bob Liodice
President and Chief Executive Officer

ANA

INSIGHTS FROM ONE OF “THE MOST
CREATIVE PEOPLE IN BUSINESS”
Debra Sandler, chief consumer officer
at Mars, was recently recognized by
Fast Company as one of the 100
most creative people in business.
That’s quite an honor. According
to the publication, Ms. Sandler
has helped push the company to
reimagine some of its most iconic
brands. Accomplishments include
the development of M&M’s Pretzel
Chocolate Candies, which were
honored as the Consumer Survey
Product Innovation product of the
year.

Head of Global Design

3M Company

Q&A Session
Paul Lavoie
Co-founder, Chairman

Debra Sandler
Chief Consumer Officer

Mars Chocolate, N.A.

www.ana.net
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SEATTLE’S BEST COFFEE GETS
CREATIVE WITH SOCIAL MEDIA

THE CREATIVITY OF THE
DIGITAL CANVAS

Seattle’s Best Coffee set out to pioneer
a better, easier way to pick your
perfect cup of coffee - the new Level
System. From light, bright Level 1 to
the bold intensity of Level 5, there’s an
expertly blended Level for everyone.
The brand needed a big idea to help
tell the story of the five Levels, build
their Facebook community and drive
product trial. A creative solution
was developed by Zeno Group and
Creature who brought in Second
City Communications - the world’s
premier comedy club/theatre and
school of improvisation - to bring the
idea to life. Together, they planned
a twenty-four hour, live-streaming
improv show on Facebook to make
custom content for and deliver coffee
to fans. This unique, interactive
experience generated immediate
results. In just twenty-four hours,
more than 100,000 new fans joined
the community and 40,000 custom
coffee samples were delivered to
participants. Hear the compelling
case study delivered in a fun and
interactive presentation.

The world of digital advertising has
exploded, yet most advertisers
still think of it in two simple ways:
search and display. In this session,
learn how advertisers are creating
impactful
branding
campaigns
online via personalized experiences
in premium content across multiple
screens. By utilizing the creativity
and scale of the digital canvas, these
advertisers are delivering brand
messages that won’t be missed
and are engaging consumers on a
personal level.
Andrew Przybyszewski
Creative Director, Marketing Solutions

Yahoo!

Luncheon (1:00 pm)

General Session cont. (2:00 pm)

THE EIGHT HABITS OF HIGHLY
CREATIVE MARKETERS
How can marketers create great
work? The question itself brings to
mind timeworn platitudes about
thinking outside the box and taking
risks. And while these clichés have
always contained an element of truth,
the need for novel solutions and risk
tolerance has never been greater.
In a world of social media and realtime public opinion, many effective
creative solutions are high-stakes
wagers. Talking to some marketers
and agency executives about what
it takes to do innovative, effective
work, some principles came up
again and again. This session take
you through the principles, as well as
some of the best work that illustrates
these lessons in action.
Abbey Klaassen
Editor

Advertising Age
Ann-Christine Diaz
Editor

Creativity-online.com
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HOW DREAMWORKS MARRIES
CREATIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY
TO DRIVE SUCCESS
The marriage of technology and
creativity have long been a legacy at
DreamWorks Animation, and is now
becoming the Holy Grail among many
leading companies, in Hollywood
and beyond. At DreamWorks,
the key to the innovation behind
creatively and strategically linking
creativity with technology is a
closely aligned relationship between
the CEO, CTO and CMO. This is a
relationship that will only continue
to grow in importance over time,
but will play an even more critical
role in a company’s strategic vision.  
In this session, DreamWorks will
have a discussion with the CMO
Network Editor at Forbes on the
importance of synergies between
these roles in the C-suite, providing
examples of the evolution of the
marketing function from the ‘Shrek’
franchise and ‘Monsters Vs. Aliens’
to ‘How to Train Your Dragon’ and
‘Puss in Boots,’ directly linking the
successes to the long-term business
performance of the company.

HOW WIEDEN + KENNEDY FOSTERS
CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION
Mark Fitzloff, executive creative
director at Wieden + Kennedy was
named one of Advertising Age’s “The
Creativity 50” in 2011. Mark served
on the Cannes jury this past year and
his outstanding work on re-inventing
the Old Spice brand and the Levis
“Go Forth” campaign resulted in
many industry awards. In this session,
you will learn ways to infuse creativity
throughout your organization, how to
develop and leverage client/agency
relationships to foster creativity and
the factors unique to Wieden +
Kennedy that have enabled creative
success across a diverse portfolio of
clients.
Mark Fitzloff
Executive Creative Director, Portland

Wieden + Kennedy

Adjournment (4:30 pm)

Susan Spencer
Head of National Promotions and Marketing Services

DreamWorks Animation
Jennifer Rooney
Editor, CMO Network

Forbes

www.ana.net
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Executive Director
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Associate Manager, ANA School
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Media Director
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Associate Creative Director
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Vice President, Director of Marketing
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Founder / Composer / Producer

Man Made Music
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Mid-market Advertising Manager
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Marketing Manager Innovation

The Hershey Company
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Global Partner Marketing
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Siemens Healthcare
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Duke Fanelli
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Intel Corporation

Senior Vice President, Marketing
and Communications

Wendy Gertner
US Director- Insights, Therapeutics

Bryan Harpine
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Pfizer Inc

Director, Global New Product Marketing

Brad Feinberg
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Media Group Manager

Associate Marketing Manager

Lee Heffernan

MillerCoors LLC

Google

Senior Vice President, Marketing
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Marketing Director - Innovation

Vice President, Global Consumer Insights

Wendy Helfgott

Mars Incorporated

Hasbro, Inc.

Director of Marketing

Michael Ferreira

J.J. Gilmartin

Graphic Designer

Group Creative Director - Interactive

Jason Hoffman

BD Becton Dickinson
and Company

Fidelity Investments

Digital Lead Pepsi/OMD

Marni Gordon

Church and Dwight Co., Inc.

Screenvision

Forex Capital Markets

OMD USA

Abbey Klaassen
Editor

Advertising Age
Rick Knecht
Senior Production Manager

ANA
Shepard Kramer
Senior Director, Training

ANA
Kris Kriofske
Director of Marketing

Woodbine
Erin Langley
Brand Manager

Senior Director, Marketing and Media
Committees

Julia Hoffmann

ANA

The Museum of Modern Art

Jeff Larson

Robson Grieve

Tim Holmes

Vice President of Global Marketing
Development and Activation

President

Creative Director

Creature

MetLife, Inc.

Subway Franchisee Advertising
Fund Trust

Ben Griffon

Kathleen Hunter

Sr. Associate, Creative

Senior Vice President

Paul Lavoie

Capital One Services, Inc.

ANA

Deputy Director of Creative Services

Emily Grote

Dan Infanti

The Random House Publishing
Group

Sr. Creative Services Manager

USA TODAY

Vice President, Director, Marketing
and Advertising

Victoria Finn
Disney World
Mark Fitzloff
Executive Creative Director, Portland

Wieden and Kennedy, Inc.
Mike Fitzsimmons
Manager, Database Marketing

Altria Group, Inc.
Alyson Forbes

Creative Director

CIT Group, Inc.
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Account Executive
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Senior Designer
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and Marketing Services
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DreamWorks Animation

Digital Media Manager

Yahoo! Inc.
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Director Marketing

Senior Product Manager

Merck Consumer Care
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Senior Manager Sponsored Events

Executive Vice President,
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Zeno Group
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BD Becton Dickinson
and Company
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Bob Liodice
President and Chief
Executive Officer

ANA

www.ana.net

Bob Liodice was appointed president
and chief executive officer of the
ANA in 2003. He was previously
executive vice president, responsible
for member relations and business
development with a primary focus on
strengthening relationships with ANA
member companies and broadening
the membership base. He joined the
ANA as senior vice president in 1995.
Prior to the ANA, Mr. Liodice was
vice president of global marketing
and sales for Grupo Televisa, a major
worldwide broadcaster. Previous
experience includes more than 15
years in marketing and financial
management at Kraft General Foods,
including having served as category
marketing manager for the Jell-O and
Bakers brands. He is a member of the
boards of directors of The Advertising
Council, Advertising Research
Foundation, National Advertising
Review Council, Partnership for a
Drug-Free America, Advertising
Educational Foundation and an
executive committee member of the
World Federation of Advertisers. Mr.
Liodice holds bachelor degrees in
accounting and management and
an M.B.A. in finance from New York
University.
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Bill Duggan
Group Executive Vice
President

ANA

Bill Duggan is group executive vice
president at ANA. His responsibilities
focus on management of the
association’s portfolio of marketing
and media committees and associated
conferences as well as thought
leadership related to committees
and conferences. Mr. Duggan also
manages ANA’s growing sponsorship
program and was formerly executive
editor of ANA’s custom publication
The Advertiser. He joined ANA in
2000, bringing extensive marketing
and advertising experience gained on
the agency side. Mr. Duggan worked
in account management at Grey
Advertising for 16 years, supervising
major clients including Canon U.S.A.
(winning two Effie Awards for effective
advertising), Kraft Foods, SmithKline
Beecham, and Sara Lee. He was also
campaign manager for Grey Cares,
an annual fundraising drive benefiting
multiple charities. Mr. Duggan
began his career in media at Dancer
Fitzgerald Sample. He has been an
adjunct faculty member at New York
University’s Stern School of Business,
teaching advertising management on
both the graduate and undergraduate
levels. He has a bachelor’s degree from
Boston College and an M.B.A. from
New York University.
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Ann-Christine Diaz
Editor

Creativity-online.com

Ann-Christine Diaz is the editor of
Creativity-online.com. Creativity is a sibling
site to Advertising Age, a resource for
innovative ideas, trends, and personalities
in brand creativity. Ms. Diaz has been
covering the creative world of advertising
and marketing for more than a decade.
Her previous experience also includes
a staff position at the New York bureau
of Tokyo/Chunichi Shimbun, a national
Japanese newspaper. Ms. Diaz holds
a bachelor’s degree in sociology from
Amherst College and a master’s degree .
in journalism from New York University.

Mark Fitzloff
Executive Creative Director,
Portland

Wieden+Kennedy
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Mark Fitzloff is executive creative
director, Portland at Wieden+Kennedy.  
Mr. Fitzloff joined the firm as a
copywriter in 1999, creating awardwinning work for AltaVista, Nike, and
The Coca-Cola Company. Charged with
reinvigorating the Old Spice brand, he
turned its perceived weakness of being
old into its primary asset, experience.
The result has been a steady increase
in sales for the brand. His ability to lead
work that wins awards and increases
sales have impacted brands such
as Levi’s, Target, Nike, Chrysler, and
Procter & Gamble, and in managing the
rapid growth of W+K’s Portland office
of 550+ people. Mark and his wife,
Courtney, have a son named Max and
a daughter named Mia.

www.ana.net
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Abbey Klaassen
Editor

Advertising Age

www.ana.net

Abbey Klaassen is the editor of
Advertising Age and responsible for
the editorial operations of the world’s
leading source of news, insights, and
analysis about the marketing and media
industries. In addition to a weekly print
publication, a daily Web site, and a
collection of targeted newsletters, Ad
Age also runs an insights division of
in-depth white papers and quarterly
trends reports on creativity, mobile
and in-store marketing, a DataCenter
with decades of information on the
top agencies, ad spenders and media
companies, and a booming events
business. She was previously Ad Age’s
digital editor, covering everything from
the corporate Web giants, search
marketing, social networking and digital
media, always with an emphasis on
their business models and impact on
marketers. Since joining Ad Age in
2005, Ms. Klaassen has also covered
cable television, radio, and out-ofhome advertising. Prior to Ad Age, she
worked for MSP Communications in
Minneapolis.
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Mauro Porcini
Head of Global Design

3M Company

Mauro Porcini is head of global
design at 3M Company. Since 2002
he has been managing 3M’s design
strategies and projects, leading
internal teams based in the U.S.A.,
Italy, China, and Japan. Mr. Porcini’s
mission is to evolve and nurture the
company’s internal design culture.
This year Fast Company named
him one of the 50 Most Influential
Designers in America, and he has
been profiled in the “Master of
Design” issue of the magazine.
He also received the award for
Leadership and Innovation from
the World HR Forum in Mumbai,
India. Before joining 3M, Mr. Porcini
founded the design firm Wisemad
SrL, where he led creative projects for
clients in the technology, multimedia,
and entertainment industries. Under
his leadership, his teams have been
recognized with numerous awards,
including the Red Dot Design
Award, the Good Design Award, the
Selezione Compasso d’Oro, the IF, the
IDEA Award, and the PLUS Awards.
He studied product and strategic
design at the University Politecnico
of Milan, Italy, and at the National
College of Art and Design in Dublin,
Ireland.
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Andrew
Przybyszewski
Creative Director,
Marketing Solutions

Yahoo!

Andrew Przybyszewski is Yahoo!’s
creative director of marketing
solutions; he joined the company
earlier this year. Mr. Przybyszewski
has produced advertising that’s
provocative and honest–with the first
kiss in a television spot for Procter
& Gamble, marijuana in a campaign
for The Partnership (formerly known
as The Partnership for a Drug-Free
America), and a same-sex couple
print feature for Johnson & Johnson.
His campaigns for Special K, Secret,
Starbucks, and The Partnership
have resulted in award-winning
television commercials, print ads,
digital marketing, and editorial work
that amplified one brand voice. Mr.
Przybyszewski began his career
working at Leo Burnett and Bayer
Bess Vanderwarker in Chicago.
He moved to New York where he
continued to work in advertising
and, most recently, in publishing.
As an advertising design student, he
attended Syracuse University.

Jennifer Rooney
Editor, CMO Network

Forbes
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Jennifer Rooney is Forbes’ CMO Network
editor, with responsibility for managing
content critical to executive-level
marketers. She plans to focus much
time and attention on the stories and
people behind the campaigns, agencies,
partnerships, and experiments that
define marketing and advertising in the
era of mobility, Facebook, DVRs, and
Empire Avenue, the social stock market.
Ms. Rooney has also served as editor of
CMO Strategy, contributing editor of Chief
Executive magazine, and editor-in-chief of
Sales & Marketing Management magazine.
She covered interactive advertising for
Advertising Age during the dot-com
boom and marketing for Business 2.0.
Ms. Rooney holds a master of science
degree in magazine journalism from
Ohio University’s E.W. Scripps School of
Journalism and a bachelor of arts degree
in English literature/creative writing from
Miami University.
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Debra A. Sandler
Chief Consumer Officer

Mars Chocolate, N.A.

www.ana.net

Debra Sandler joined Mars Chocolate,
North America as chief consumer
officer in 2009. Her responsibilities
include leadership of the marketing
function and the cross-functional
business management teams for
M&Ms, Snickers, Twix, Milky Way,
3 Musketeers, Dove, the seasonal
business, and all brand innovation.
Prior to Mars, Ms. Sandler was
worldwide president of McNeil
Nutritionals, a division of Johnson &
Johnson. She joined J&J in 1999 as
vice president of marketing. Her career
began at Pepsi-Cola, and she spent
13 years with the company, holding
marketing leadership positions in the
beverage and restaurant businesses.
Ms. Sandler is the recipient of many
awards and has been recognized
as one of Fast Company’s Top 100
Most Creative People in Business
(2011), one of Advertising Age’s Top
25 Marketers, Black Enterprise’s Most
Influential Women in Business, and
Black Enterprise’s Person of the Year.
Ms. Sandler is a trustee of Hofstra
University, a board member of the
Advertising Council, and a member
of the Executive Leadership Council.
She holds an undergraduate degree
in international business from Hofstra
University, an M.B.A. from New York
University’s Stern School of Business,
and an Honorary Ph.D. from Long
Island University.
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Susan Spencer
Head of National Promotions
and Marketing Services

DreamWorks
Animation

Susan Spencer is the head of national
promotions and marketing services
for DreamWorks Animation consumer
products, where she is responsible
for the strategic development and
implementation of promotions and
marketing programs for DreamWorks
Animation films, home videos,
television specials, live theatrical
production, and product placement.
With many years of promotion
marketing experience with films,
DVDs, television, and theme parks,
Ms. Spencer joined the DreamWorks
Animation team in 2005. Prior to
that, she served as vice president of
promotions and sponsorship for the
theme parks division at Universal
Studios Hollywood and executive
director of national promotions, feature
film, licensing, and merchandising for
Twentieth Century Fox. Ms. Spencer
has headed a number of PMA Reggie
and EMMA award-winning programs.
She is a PMA board member and
has guest lectured on promotions
and corporate sponsorship for
undergraduate and graduate programs
at UCLA, USC, and Cal State
University Long Beach.  Ms. Spencer
has a B.A. degree in communications
and journalism from USC.
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ANA INFORMATION

Membership Overview
East:: Bill Zengel - bill@ana.net - 212.455.8022  |  Central:: Brian Davidson - bdavidson@ana.net - 212.455.8012
West:: Tracy Owens - towens@ana.net - 310.593.4910

ANA connects you to the insights of 10,000 brands—via ONE smart connection

Established in 1910 by marketers for marketers, ANA
is the most experienced marketing and advertising
association in the United States. Membership in
ANA remains exclusively for client-side marketers
like yourself (no agencies, no salespeople), which
means you receive unbiased, road tested marketing
insights you can’t find anywhere else. ANA’s
membership includes 400 companies with 10,000
brands that collectively spend over $100 billion in
marketing communications and advertising.

Gary Elliott, VP, Corporate Marketing
Chair of ANA
“The strength of the ANA is that it is a
community. A community of the industry’s
best marketing practitioners, entrepreneurs
and marketing evangelists that know full
well the power of dialogue, collaboration
and of execution.”

INSIGHTS
As a corporate member, you receive free access to new, proprietary client-side marketer only information—over 3,700
marketing insights which provide rare unbiased knowledge to grow your brands. Have a unique marketing question or
challenge? Tap into ANA’s dedicated research team! Our researchers work for you.
COLLABORATION
ANA’s networking capabilities provide you with the ability to stay ahead of the learning curve, see trends as they occur, and
plug into the marketing industries best and brightest. We offer over 150 face-to-face networking and learning opportunities
each year – most free to members. You can collaborate privately with other client-side marketers to know what your peers
know. Our peer based forums provide you with an exclusive opportunity to gain insight into innovative ideas and trends
and stay connected to the ever changing marketing world.
ADVOCACY
ANA’s advocacy and industry leadership protects marketers’ rights and budgets. Many government officials think
advertising should be taxed, banned, or highly regulated. ANA fights these business stifling tactics for your company and
protects your right to market your brands.
Make bottom-line decisions with greater confidence, improve your marketing effectiveness, and keep your marketing
budget intact by tapping into the insights of over 10,000 brands through one smart connection.

www.ana.net/membership
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ANA Member Benefits
Tailored precisely to the needs of client–side marketers.
Gain the inside track and stay current on the latest trends!

* = Complimentary with your membership
CONFERENCES

*

Members Only Conferences
Providing members with a local forum to share best practices, learn about new marketing developments, and network with peers.
Masters of Marketing Conference—ANA Annual Conference
The Masters of Marketing is the premiere event for senior marketers and Chief Marketing Officers. This marketing community event
attracts key marketing thought leaders, puts CMO’s on the stage to share their brand stories, and gives your team a unique opportunity
to network with their peers. Company member representatives receive an annual complimentary registration to this event.
National Conferences
ANA showcases the trusted voices of the world’s most experienced marketers. Visit, www.ana.net/events for more information on
our upcoming conferences and events.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Expand your business expertise, empower your professional growth, and develop valuable relationships. Participate in
roundtable discussions, member case studies, best practices, and benchmarking in the following areas:
Committees (most meetings held in NYC)
Advertising Financial Management
Agency Relations
Brand Management
Business-to-Business
Digital Marketing
Legal Affairs
Mobile Marketing
Multicultural Marketing & Diversity
Production Management

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

Research
Senior Marketers Think Tank
Shopper Marketing
Social Media
Sponsorship &
Event Marketing
TV & Video

MARKETING INSIGHTS

Regional Committees
Agency Relations, West Coast Chapter
Marketing Financial Management & 		
Procurement, West Coast Chapter
Media, West Coast Chapter
Social Media, West Coast Chapter
Integrated Marketing (Chicago based)
Midwest Marketers
Midwest Digital, Social & Mobile
New England Marketers
Integrated Marketing Communications,
West Coast Chapter

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Online Members Only Database
The Marketing Knowledge Center (MKC) online is a proprietary database with more than 3,700 Insight Briefs, Research Reports,
Snapshots, PowerPoint presentations, ANA Magazine articles, and more. Explore our content at www.ana.net/mkc.

*

Ask the Expert
The ANA’s research team will help you get the marketing knowledge and insights you need. Receive confidential answers to .
your marketing questions. Email inquiry@ana.net, call 212-455-8072, or visit www.ana.net/asktheexpert.

*
*

Survey Research
ANA’s original surveys and reports are based on critical trends and emerging issues facing marketers today. Become a part .
of the ANA Survey Research Panel and explore past research at www.anasurveys.net.
ANA Insights Briefs
These are collections of the ANA’s best materials on a given subject. The purpose of these easy-to-read guides (which are
available at www.ana.net/insightbriefs) is to give busy professionals high-level insights on a range of timely and important
marketing topics.
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ANA Member Benefits
East:: Bill Zengel - bill@ana.net - 212.455.8022  |  Central:: Brian Davidson - bdavidson@ana.net - 212.455.8012
West:: Tracy Owens - towens@ana.net - 310.593.4910

* = Complimentary with your membership
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

*
*
*

Member Action Plan (MAP)
Create your annual member action plan—the core of each membership—with your Region Manager. This confidential “contract”
is built specifically to outline how ANA will service your team/organization and help provide solutions to the agreed upon issues
and challenges that you and your team face. We help you highlight your issues, then focus our team on finding the right solutions.
On-Site Marketing Workshops
An annual complimentary ½ day marketing workshop for up to 25 marketers covering key issues. One of our most popular benefits.
Webinar Wednesdays
Nearly every Wednesday—40 or more times a year, ANA offers one-hour Webinars on key industry topics. Participate from .
the comfort of your office or get together with a group. Visit www.ana.net/webinars to view the upcoming webinar schedule.
Seminars
Join fellow marketers to experience seminars that are energizing, interactive and include team and individual exercises. Hear
from marketing experts how to tackle the challenges you experience to help you become a more successful Brand Builder!
Corporate & On-Site Training
The ANA School of Marketing has identified the insights and cutting-edge skills marketers need to face the media and marketing
challenges of tomorrow. ANA can tailor any regularly scheduled marketing training program to fit your unique needs, including
company-specific case studies, or create new marketing training programs on any marketing topic you choose.

*

Member Marketing Assesment Survey
Discover the mission critical, brand building skill areas that need improving.

RESOURCES

*
*

ANA Email Briefs
An e-newsletter highlighting critical marketing issues, insights, and collaboration events.

*

Initiatives & Benefits Report
Receive your company’s personalized annual report outlining all products and services used by your organization. Included in
your dues renewal or contact your member relations rep at any time during the year.  

*
*

Video Library
View interviews and presentations from industry experts discussing a wide variety of topics at ANA industry events.

ANA Bookstore
Free e-books including Trends in Agency Compensation, Agency Audits: How to Achieve Success, Please Be Ad-Vised, and
Agency Compensation: A Guidebook are available for download at www.ana.net/ebooks.

Job Opportunities
Are you hiring? ANA members may post a job opportunity on our website for free at www.ana.net/jobpostings/postjob.

ADVOCACY

*

Government Affairs
Our Washington team protects your right to market your brands and keep your marketing budgets intact.
• Federal & State Ad Tax Bills  •  Opposing Government Restrictions & Limits on Advertising Disclosures
• Negotiating SAG/AFTRA Talent Contracts  •  Defending First Amendment Rights  
•  Creating Industry Guidelines

www.ana.net/membership
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ANA Conferences, Committees, & Events
Attend incredible ANA events, mingle with industry leaders, and learn cutting-edge .
marketing best practices!

NATIONAL

ANNUAL

ANA National Conferences

ANA Annual Conference

MEMBERS
ANA Members-Only Conferences

ANA Committees
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www.ana.net/events | www.ana.net/committees

ANA Conferences, Committees, & Events
Shape the Marketing Industry Through Participation
www.ana.net/events | www.ana.net/committees

Helping the marketing community stay abreast of cuttingedge trends and best practices are among the activities
for which ANA is best known. Through a comprehensive
program of national industry wide conferences, regional
members only conferences, and various committees,
the ANA brings today’s top marketing insights, brightest
marketers and engaging topics to its members and the
marketing community.
• ANA National Industry Conferences: ANA typically has 8-10 national 	
   industry conferences per year. These are open to members and non-		
   members and registration fees apply. Our signature event is the Masters .
   of Marketing Annual Conference. Other national industry conferences 	
include the TV & Everything Video Forum, Advertising Financial Management Conference, and Multicultural 	
Marketing & Diversity Conference.
• ANA Members Only Conferences: ANA has 16-20 members-only conferences per year. These are only open to 	
ANA members and ANA’s best sponsors, our Strategic Partners. ANA Members Only Conferences are a benefit 	
of ANA membership; there are no costs to attend. Recent Members Only Conferences themes have included 	
social media, marketing innovation, integrated marketing, and sponsorship.
• ANA Webinar Wednesdays: Nearly every Wednesday from 1-2pm Eastern time, ANA offers a webinar on a key 	
industry topic. These webinars are only open to ANA members and are a benefit of ANA membership; there are 	
no costs to participate.
• ANA Committees: The mission of ANA Marketing & Media Committees is to advance the marketing knowledge 	
of members and provide a forum for peer-to-peer exchange and networking.  Increasingly, ANA committees 	
also play thought leadership roles in addressing key industry issues. Participation on ANA committees is a 	
benefit of ANA membership. There are no costs to join or to attend meetings. Each ANA committee meets three 	
to four times a year, usually from 9:30 am to 2:30 pm. Depending on the committee, 10-30 participants may 	
attend-that’s big enough for diversity of opinion yet small enough for more intimate exchange. Members can also 	
participate remotely. Meetings feature a mix of member case studies, perspective from outside experts, and 	
benchmarking/best practice sharing.

www.ana.net/events | www.ana.net/committees
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ANA Marketing Knowledge Center
Access proprietary client-side marketing information, browse or search more than 3,700
marketing insights, or let ANA researchers do the work for you!

?
MKC Online—24/7

ANA “Ask the Expert”

ANA Marketing Insights

ANA Survey Research
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ANA Marketing Knowledge Center
It’s amazing where a simple question can lead. Visit www.ana.net/mkc.

MKC Online—24/7: Search or browse our more than 3,700 insights to find marketing knowledge
that you can’t find anywhere else. www.ana.net/mkc.
ANA “Ask the Expert”: Provides free marketing information reports customized to your needs,
directly to your inbox. Contact Irene Pantazis at 212-455-8072, email her at ipantazis@ana.net,
or visit www.ana.net/asktheexpert to submit your request online.

?

ANA Marketing Insights:
• ANA Snapshots: Snapshots are executive summaries from ANA’s 100+ events. Snapshots 		
provide ANA’s time-pressed members with overviews of speaker presentations and can be
found at www.ana.net/mkc.
• ANA Insight Briefs: Insight Briefs are collections of the ANA’s best materials on a given subject. 	
These helpful resources incorporate information gathered from the ANA’s vast archive of proprietary 	
capital and are available for free member download at www.ana.net/insightbriefs.
• ANA Bookstore: Publications are written by marketing practitioners for marketing practitioners.
PDFs of ANA books can be downloaded for free at www.ana.net/ebooks.
ANA Survey Research: ANA surveys are based on critical industry issues and emerging trends. Clientside marketers can participate by joining the ANA Survey Research Panel at www.anasurveys.net.
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ANA School of Marketing
Enhance your professional development, grow your team’s marketing skills, and
learn with the ANA’s School of Marketing!

ANA Webinar Wednesdays

ANA Seminars

ANA Customized Onsite Workshops

ANA Complimentary Onsite Workshops
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www.ana.net/schoolofmarketing

ANA School of Marketing
Transforming Marketers into Growth Champions
Visit www.ana.net/schoolofmarketing for details, class and workshop schedules

Training for Individuals:
Wednesday Webinars: Web-based training programs available live each Wednesday at 1pm eastern time
•  No additional cost—part of ANA member benefit.
•  Individuals or temas can register and participate.
•  Past session recordings can be downloaded from ANA’s Marketing Knowledge Center.
Seminar Classes: Sessions for individuals wishing to upgrade or learn a new skill. Classes are taught
throughout the year.
•  Special ANA member and team rates.
•  One and two day courses—provides personal attention and coaching.
Training for Teams:
Half-day Workshops: Part of ANA membership; each member is entitled to one annual program.
•  Offers lecture or facilitated training focus to teach a skill or address/solve a specific internal marketing 	
    challenge.
•  You choose the course, we bring the knowledge, the insight and the tools to help transform your
    marketers into better brand builders.
Customized Programs: Ideal for training groups up to 25 people.
•  Courses specifically designed to fit your learning objectives, your budget and your time restrictions 	
   (Classes are one day or up to five day boot camp).
•  Choose an individual course or let us help you build your own proprietary marketing system designed
    to transform your actions into a more effective and efficient process.

www.ana.net/schoolofmarketing
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ANA Government Relations
Get involved with public and governmental regulatory issues, support galvanizing
initiatives, and protect your marketing rights with the ANA!

$
Self Regulation

Economic Impact of Advertising Study

Privacy Issues

Brand Valuation
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ANA Government Relations
Advocacy on Behalf of the Marketing Industry
2020 K Street, NW, Suite 660, Washington DC 20006 | You can reach us at (202) 296-1883

ANA’s Washington, DC office works to protect
the ability of marketers to communicate
effectively with consumers.
We actively oppose attempts to tax, ban or otherwise overly restrict
the marketing process.  Our efforts include educating policy makers
concerning the benefits provided by the advertising industry to
the economy as a whole and to individual consumers.  Our strong
support of advertising self-regulation is also central to our efforts.  

We regularly represent your interests before:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Congress
The Federal Trade Commission
The Federal Communications Commission
The Food and Drug Administration
and other key regulatory agencies
The Courts
State Legislatures and Regulators
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ANA Collaboration
www.ad-id.org  |   www.ana.net/afe  |    www.ana.net/sag

Ad-ID

Alliance for Family Entertainment

ANA-AAAA Joint Policy Committee
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ANA Collaboration
Join ANA marketing initiatives to increase industry effectiveness,.
social responsibility, and to ensure a diverse ecosystem!

Quality family entertainment is hard to find, particularly in today’s media ecosystem.  The ANA Alliance for
Family Entertainment, a group of leading national advertisers, is working hard to provide consumers with
entertainment options the entire family can watch without anyone being embarrassed or grabbing for the
remote.  Family content supported by family brands.
The group began more than a decade ago as the Family Friendly Programming Forum to find solutions to the
lack of primetime programming with multi-generational appeal.  Programming that depicted the complex life .
of the American family and embodied responsible resolution to issues.  In 2008 the coalition changed its name
to the ANA Alliance for Family Entertainment, with an expanded mission of finding, nurturing and supporting
family programming on traditional, new and emerging media platforms.

Ad-ID is a Web-based system accessible 24/7 worldwide that generates a unique identifying code for each
advertising asset, creating a capability to identify them across all media. Using Ad-ID, and promoting the use .
of its webservices, greatly improves workflow between agency, advertiser, distributor and medium.
Developed by the Association of National Advertisers, Inc. (ANA) and the American Association of Advertising
Agencies (4A’s), Ad-ID upgrades the previous ISCI commercial coding system and replaces other methods
used to identify advertising assets. Ad-ID is the industry standard identifier for all forms of media.

Current talent payment contracts are based on an antiquated system that has been in place for more than 50
years and does not reflect the tremendous changes that have taken place in the marketing/media landscape.  
As part of the 2009 Commercials Contract, the Screen Actors Guild (SAG), the American Federation of
Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA) and the Joint Policy Committee (JPC) agreed to conduct an in-depth
study of the Gross Ratings Point Talent Compensation Model (GRP Model). The goals of the new study
(proposed by Booz & Company) are (1) to create, based on real-time information, a detailed and operational
talent compensation model that could be implemented across the entire TV commercial industry; (2) to
conduct a year-long pilot study on the impact the GRP Model will have on actual talent compensation.

www.ana.net
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ANA Social Media
Interact with Industry leaders, ANA staff, and marketing gurus!

facebook.com/ANA

twitter.com/ANAMarketers

youtube.com/ANAMarketers

ANAmarketers
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ANA Social Media
We want to hear from you
Join the conversation on facebook, twitter, youtube, and linkedin

.
•

		
• 	

		
•

		
• 	

Multicultural Marketing –
How important is it?

TV and Video –
Which screen will reign supreme?

Social Media –
Is it working for you?

And many more!!!

www.ana.net
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Marketers’ Constitution
We the members of the marketing community commit to the following key principles to ensure that our
industry thrives and continues to contribute significantly to the health and well being of our society.

1. Marketing must become increasingly targeted, focused and personal.
The future is a world in which consumers receive only messages that interest them—and only when they are .
receptive to these messages. This exciting, controversial, but extraordinarily important world of behavioral 	
advertising offers enormous efficiencies to marketers and immense value to consumers. However, one-to-one .
marketing goes beyond just communicating with customers. It encompasses the entire process of customer 		
relationship management—attracting, retaining and growing long-term loyalty.
2. Marketing must build real, tangible and enduring brand value.
Fundamentally, marketing is about building brands and brand value. As an industry, we must focus on taking .
strong brands and making them stronger; taking brands that have lost their way and restoring them to 		
prominence; and building new, powerful brands that meet the emerging consumer needs of tomorrow.
3. Marketing must become more effective - more creative, insightful and accountable.
Marketing effectiveness depends on smart consumer insights that are meaningful, actionable and predictive. .
Effective marketing also requires great creative, driven by these consumer insights. Great creative is the inspiration 	
that connects a marketing message to a consumer’s heart and mind; the catalyst that engages, captivates 	
and persuades; and the force that propels brand and business growth. Effective marketing must be reliably and 	
consistently accountable, informing us how well we are building brands and growing business.
4. Marketing must become more integrated and proficient in managing expanding media platforms.
Marketing must be seamlessly integrated across all media and marketing functions - general advertising, digital, 	
PR, direct marketing, event marketing, social networking and more. Integrated marketing, however, continues 	
to be more talked about than actually implemented. Marketers must strategically approach decisions and media 	
choices in a completely agnostic fashion. Every marketing resource must seamlessly work to build brands and 	
grow businesses.
5. The marketing supply chain must become more efficient and productive.
Efficiency is different than effectiveness - but just as important. Marketing efficiency enables us to shorten 	
the supply chain, reduce waste and improve productivity. Six sigma, Kaizen and decoupling all work to improve 	
processes, but a fundamental key to supply chain efficiency is to make everything digital. Ad-ID is the foundation 	
of digital workflow throughout the marketing process. Fully embraced by the marketing industry, it will improve 	
the accuracy of reporting and evaluation of advertising assets, affording process improvements and cost savings 	
for everyone.
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Marketers’ Constitution
We will demonstrate our commitment by digitally signing the Marketers’ Constitution
at www.ana.net/constitution or by emailing our name and company to constitution@ana.net

6. The marketing ecosystem - including agencies, media and suppliers - must become increasingly capable.
Today’s marketing ecosystem comprises a complex, interconnected community of advertising agencies, media 	
organizations, research firms, production companies and other resources that support marketers’ needs to 	
build their brands and grow their businesses. Marketers need these partners to continuously create new ideas .
and competencies, such as powerful branded entertainment vehicles, thought-leading intellectual capital, 	
breakthrough licensing opportunities and ingenious media packages.
7. Marketing professionals must become better, highly skilled, diverse leaders.
As we prepare for the future, we must cultivate the talents, skills and continuous development of marketing 	
professionals. We must attract and nurture people who are customer-centric, holistic, innovative, creative,		
articulate, effective and results-obsessed team leaders in everything they do. We must also embrace diversity, .
a vitally important factor in reaching and influencing consumers from culturally different backgrounds, 		
perspectives and persuasions. Diversity contributes to a more inspiring and creative environment - one that .
is better able to build brands and businesses.
8. Marketing must be indisputably socially responsible.
Consumers must have trust that the companies they choose to do business with respect their personal values .
and are sensitive to larger societal issues. As an industry, we must continue to commit resources to socially 	
responsible endeavors like the ANA Alliance for Family Entertainment, the Children’s Food and Beverage Initiative,
the Partnership for a Drug-Free America, the Ad Council and the industry-wide marketing principles to protect 	
consumer privacy in ad-supported interactive media. The future of marketing depends upon us behaving and 	
acting in the best interests of society.
9. Marketing must be unencumbered by inappropriate legislation or regulation.
We must protect marketing’s First Amendment rights, even with regard to controversial products. In addition, .
we must vigorously work to defeat proposals for taxes on advertising and efforts to alter its 100 percent tax 	
deductibility. Finally, we must continuously strengthen our exemplary record of self-regulation - a record that 	
dates back over 40 years to the creation of the National Advertising Review Council and the Children’s Advertising 	
Review Unit. They are the model for how our industry must operate in the increasingly complex, politically charged 	
environment of today and tomorrow.
10. The marketing discipline must be elevated and respected.
As an industry, we must continually underscore the fact that nationally, marketing generates over $5 trillion 	
in economic activity, or approximately 20 percent of total U.S. economic activity. Sales of products and services 	
stimulated by advertising support 21 million jobs, or 15 percent of the total jobs in the country. Building respect for 	
marketing’s immense economic impact will ensure that we attract the best and the brightest to our profession. The 	
future rests on a new, motivated, creative and committed generation of marketing leaders.
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